Evidently Marzi forgot that "Di Firenze, li i6 Febbraio i614" (NE, V, 294.I8), the close of Galileo's letter to Dini, followed "the Florentine style which, as is known, from January to 24 March was a year behind the present modern style" (Marzi, p. 30, n. 2). Marzi himself (p. I24, n. 4) pointed out that a book dated io January I5I4 by its Florentine publisher was actually issued, according to the modern style, in I5I5 (cf. Marzi, p. I42, n. i).
4NE, V, 293.9-I0: "Niccol6 Copernico fu uomo non pur cattolico, ma religioso e canonico." If the word "e" is omitted from this sentence, "religioso" is transformed from a substantive into an adjective. As a substantive, "religioso" refers to a member of a monastic order, but as an adjective it merely means "pious." Hence the omission of "e" would cancel Galileo's description of Copernicus as a member of the regular clergy. This description is indeed missing in Emil Wohlwill (I835-I912), Galilei und sein Kampf fiur die Copernicanische Lehre (Hamburg and Leipzig, I909-I926), I, 522, where Wohlwill's paraphrase of Galileo's letter to Dini has Galileo say: "Copernicus was not only a Catholic, but also a pious canon" (ein frommer Kanonikus), without any mention of his belonging to a religious order. Although Wohlwill always cited NE in the published version of his book, he may actually have read Galileo's letter to Dini in an earlier edition which omitted the "e" (Le opere di Galileo Galilei, Florence, I842-I856, ed. Eugenio Alberi, II, I5). Alberi took the text of the letter (with "e" omitted) from Giambatista Venturi, Memorie e lettere inedite finora o disperse di Galileo Galilei (Modena, I8I8-I82I, I, 209) Venturi in turn had obtained the text from Jacopo Morelli, who printed the letter for the first time (I codici manoscritti volgari deUa libreria Naniana, Venice, i776, p. I93). Morelli had found a copy of the letter (the original in Galileo's own handwriting has not survived) in the collection of manuscripts he was describing for publication; twenty years later the 319 as the attentive reader will have noticed, Galileo characterized Copernicus as a Catholic and a canon. His preliminary description of Copernicus as a member of the regular clergy, however, was not repeated by Galileo in his Letter to the Grand Duchess. Does not his failure to reiterate the claim that Copernicus belonged to a religious order signify a realization on Galileo's part that he could not substantiate this claim? Nor is the situation any better with regard to Galileo's assertion that Copernicus was a priest. No evidence that Copernicus entered the priesthood was known to Galileo. In fact, it was more than three centuries after he composed his Letter to the Grand Duchess before any document allegedly designating Copernicus as a priest was published.' Although this alleged designation has been accepted by scholars too numerous to be listed here, it is nevertheless historically worthless, as I shall undertake to demonstrate on another occasion.6 The simple truth of the matter is that Copernicus was neither a monk nor a friar nor a priest.
In order to perceive Galileo's second error, let us resume reading his Letter to the Grand Duchess at the point where our quotation from it stopped. Galileo continues: Copernicus was "so esteemed by the church that when the Lateran Council under Leo X took up the correction of the church calendar, Copernicus was called to Rome from the most remote parts of Germany to undertake its reform. This instigation or admonition ("admonitus") by Paul of Middelburg becomes an order ("ordine") in Galileo's letter to Dini. But there the order is not yet a papal order, and it is still confined, as in Copernicus' own statement, "to the investigation of these periodic times." 23 In the Letter to the Grand Duchess, however, the task of ascertaining these times is given ("dato il carico") to Copernicus by Paul of Middelburg, whose power to issue orders is now transferred to the pope; and the papal order now embraces Copernicus' entire work in six books, not merely the portion dealing with the periodic times.
We have watched the actual admonition becoming improperly enlarged, first, into an "order," and then into a "papal order," whose subject matter expanded at the same time without any warrant from a part to the whole of the volume. But the bulk of the Revolutions was written long before the Fifth Lateran Council abandoned its unsuccessful effort at calendar reform; and it was this abandonment which induced Paul of Middelburg to admonish Copernicus to make "a closer study of these topics." In short, Galileo committed a grave blunder in saying that Copernicus "assumed his laborious enterprise by order of the supreme pontiff." Not every work composed by Copernicus' contemporaries was the spontaneous creation of their own genius. For example, on the titlepage 24 of a plan for correcting the Roman calendar two Viennese astronomers prominently displayed the assertion that their joint effort had been written and published "at the request" of the pope and the Holy Roman Emperor; in the dedication these astronomers said that they wrote "by order" of the pope and emperor.25 In like manner an Italian astronomer declared that he had computed his new ecclesiastical calendar "by order of popes Julius II, Leo X, Clement VII, and Paul III." 26 Copernicus said no such thing about his Revolutions.
That work is the subject of Galileo's fourth error, according to which, "When printed, the book was accepted by the holy Church, and it has been read and studied by everyone without the faintest hint of any objection ever being conceived against its doctrines." 27 Yet on 4 June I539 in the home of Martin Luther (I483-I546) , the initiator of German Protestantism, "mention was made of a certain new astronomer who proved that the earth moves, not the heavens, sun and moon,28 just as anybody riding in a wagon or a boat would suppose that he is still and that the earth and trees are moving." Although ' in which Melanchthon, the preceptor of Germany, as his admirers styled him, declared that "certain people believe it is a marvelous achievement to extol so crazy a thing, like that Polish astronomer who makes the earth move and the sun stand still. Really, wise governments ought to repress impudence of mind." 31 In a textbook first published in 1549 Melanchthon wrote:
Out of love for novelty or in order to make a show of their cleverness, some people have argued that the earth moves. They maintain that neither the eighth sphere nor the sun moves, whereas they attribute motion to the other celestial spheres, and also place the earth among the heavenly bodies. Nor were these jokes invented recently. There is still extant Archimedes' book on The sandreckoner in which he reports that Aristarchus of Samos propounded the paradox that the sun stands still and the earth revolves around the sun.32
Even though subtle experts institute many investigations for the sake of exercising their ingenuity, nevertheless public proclamation of absurd opinions is indecent and sets a harmful example.
After citing some Biblical passages, Melanchthon continued:
Encouraged by this divine evidence, let us cherish the truth and let us not permit ourselves to be alienated from it by the tricks of those who deem it an intellectual honor to introduce confusion into the arts.33
Melanchthon's son-in-law and editor, Kaspar Peucer (I525-I602), professor of mathematics at the university of Wittenberg, followed his fatherin-law's advice by omitting from a primer all discussion of Copernicus "lest beginners be offended or disturbed by the novelty of his hypotheses." 34 What need is there without any justification to imagine the earth, a dark, dense and inert mass, to be a heavenly body undergoing even more numerous revolutions than the others,45 that is to say, subject to a triple motion, in violation not only of all physical truth but also of the authority of Holy Scripture, which ought to be paramount? 46 According to Brahe, when Copernicus The earth's annual revolution "does not occur at all," such ideas being "not only dubious but obviously false and absurd." 49 Brahe insisted on the "absurdity of this Copernican arrangement of the revolutions in the universe." 50 Copernicus' "arrangement of the apparent orbits in the bodies of the universe does not in fact correspond with the truth."' 5 From Copernicus' ascription to the earth of an annual revolution around a motionless sun "some absurdity arises, only for physicists, but not for mathematicians." 52 "By ordaining a triple motion of the earth, Copernicus introduced no trivial physical absurdities." 53 Brahe emphatically denied that the "physical absurdities which accompany the Copernican hypothesis were adequately refuted by him." 54 A letter in which Brahe, the foremost astronomer of the second half of the sixteenth century, referred to the "absurdities introduced by Copernicus" was published by the recipient, Giovanni Antonio Magini (I555-i6I7) .6 Long before receiving Brahe's letter, Magini himself had publicly referred to "absurd hypotheses, such as Copernicus imagined." 56 pointed out that Giglio accepted the length of the year given by the Alfonsine Tables. According to these Tables, which had Like Giglio and the Compendium, the Gregorian calendar decided against Copernicus. Adopting the Alfonsine length of the year, it promulgated a rule requiring the omission of three leap days in four centuries. Clavius, a member of the papal commission which recommended the reform of I582,7 was delegated to defend the new calendar against its critics. With regard to the rejection of Copernicus, Clavius explained that "in celebrating Easter, the church ought to follow something . . . not far from the truth rather than the precise calculation of the astronomers." 76 After all, the task confronting the church in undertaking to reform the calendar was not so much the solution of a theoretical scientific question as the elimination of a pressing practical problem: the time was out of joint. And of all the astronomers, surely the last to be followed was Copernicus, whose hypotheses, said Clavius, were "uncertain, not to say absurd, conflicting with the common opinion of mankind, and rejected by all students of nature." 77 Clavius agreed, then, with Giglio and the Compendium that the calendar should not be regulated in conformity with Copernicus' doctrine. And in fact, despite Galileo's misstatement, the Gregorian calendar was not regulated in conformity with Copernicus' doctrine.
We have now examined one by one Galileo's five misstatements about Copernicus in the Letter to the Grand Duchess. Let us put them side by side to see whether they have any feature in common. According to Galileo, ( 
